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The Wilberforce River from Browning Pass

The  CHRISTCHURCH  TRAMPING  CLUB 
has members of all ages, and runs tramping 
trips  every  weekend,  ranging  from  easy 
(minimal experience required) to hard (high 
fitness  and  experience  required).  We  also 
organise  instructional  courses  and  hold 
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut 
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for 
hire to members. Membership rates per year 
are $40 member, $60 couple, $23 junior or 
associate,  with a $5 discount  for  members 
who  opt  to  obtain  this  newsletter 
electronically. 

For more about how the club operates, see 
pages 22 and 23. 

News
Annual General Meeting: The 80th Annual General Meeting of the Christchurch Tramping 
Club  Inc.  will  be  held  at  the  Canterbury  Horticultural  Centre,  South  Hagley  Park,  57 
Riccarton Avenue on Thursday 19 April 2012 at 7.30 pm, with doors open at 7.00 pm. See 
the last page for the formal notice. Notices of motions must be received (in writing) by the 
Secretary by 18 March 2012.

Best wishes Chantal: Chantal McCarthy, our wonderful Secretary since the last AGM, 
has moved to the North Island. Good luck Chantal and thank you for all your hard work as 
Secretary, and for the trip leading, and many other much-appreciated contributions to the 
Club.  You  will  be  sorely  missed  ...  (especially  by  Jenny  Harlow  who  will  be  Acting 
Secretary until the next AGM brings a new recruit willing and eager to take on this much 
sought-after role).

Congratulations John and Ruth! Congratulations to John Henson and Ruth Tramschek 
who competed in this year's Coast  to Coast.  John was was one of only 106 one-day  
finishers and his impressive time was 16 hours 31 minutes. Not bad for 243k ... and no  
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longer a MAFB? Ruth was competing in the event for the first time, in the two-day version, 
and was first in her category (women veterans) with a time of 16 hours 3 minutes. Wow. 
Congratulations too to any other CTC members who competed unbeknownst to the Editor.

New Members Welcome: We welcome three new members to the club this month: Nigel 
Cox, John Cridlin and Jan Walter. Please accept the club's warm welcome to you all.

Tramper of the Month: Dharshie Jeyaseelan 
Give us the short  
summary about yourself  
- job, family, where you 
are from, etc...

I grew up in the North Island, but was born in Sri Lanka.  Auckland 
didn't inspire me too much so I wanted to try out Christchurch, and I 
have to say it's all the things you can do so easily from Chch that's 
keeping me here still...  

Dharshie in Snowdownia (UK), on the Crib Goch route 

When did you join the CTC?

2008

How did you find out about the CTC?

I was looking for a club to join when I 
first moved here so I could get more 
into tramping – the CTC was number 
one  on  my  google  search,  and  I 
thought “why not I'Il give them a go” - 
and  I  haven't  needed  to  look 
elsewhere.

Did you tramp before joining the CTC?

I  got  into  tramping  a  bit  while 
backpacking  through  Asia  few  years 
ago. 

What was your first day  
trip?

A day trip to Hallelujah Flats was my first.  I didn't know what to expect, 
and when our trip leader went missing for 2 hours (he did have good 
reasons it turned out) I was wondering what I'd got myself into... 

And your  first  weekend 
trip?

I  think  it  was  Mt  Fyffe  via  Kowhai/Hapuku  valley  route.  Beautiful 
scenery and a good bunch of people.  Got me hooked.  

Thought-provoking 
moment?

Watching Super-Stu being rescue-choppered out and not me, on what 
was  an  epic  overnight  tramp for  me.  Great  experience.  I  thought  I 
signed up for a moderate trip, instead it turned out more on the hard 
side - 12hrs of tramping on Day One on difficult  terrain followed by 
10hrs the next day, and as we were climbing up over Gizeh col I was 
thinking to myself there probably was a reason why the mountain next 
to us, maybe 50m to the left of us, was called Mt Damfool on the map...
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Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from Shell Carlton Corner Service 
Station at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street) or from Caltex 
Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd.  If the departure point is not 
specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's Shell Carlton. Day trips usually depart 
at  8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening or  
Saturday morning. 

New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or  
contact the trip leader in advance.

Social: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling 
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital).  A 
variety of social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits  
served.  If you can give a presentation or have ideas, please contact Alan Ross 384-6425 
or email alan.d.ross@orica.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if 
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp.

Thursday 23 February Club Night

Newsletter folding + boots discussion: BOOTS! Such an important part of our basic 
gear  (the  social  convener  just  re-learned  the  the  importance  on  a  long  trip  with  2x 
resulting big toe nail loss + approx 1m consumption of his Leukoplast and considerable 
pain). So have you bought a pair lately? Or do you have a favourite style? For new or  
perspective members who are thinking of buying boots this night should be of interest. 
Oh, and we will fold the newsletter. Bring in your boots! PS the Social convener is looking  
to buy new boots suitable for crampons once his feet recover!

Saturday 25 February 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Easy Erik Norder 980-8022 

Bealey Spur:  Start above the baches at Bealey Spur and climb 
up through sheltering beech forest. On the way to the charming 
old hut at about 1240m, the ridge opens up in places to reveal 
immense views over the Waimakariri River and to the mountains 
beyond. The hut  is about a 450m climb from the cars and the 
round trip is about 10km. More adventurous trampers can go up 
Hut Spur above the bushline for a bit  to admire the impressive 
horseshoe ridge around to Blind Spur from a safe distance.

Grade: Easy+

Closes: 23 Feb

Map: BV20 

Approx: $20

Sunday 26 February 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344 
richard.lobb@canterbury.ac.nz

Mt Harper: In the Erewhon region, near Lake Emma; walk starts 
near Lake Camp. The climb to the summit (1829m) offers ever-
changing views of  the Lake Heron basin,  Ashburton catchment 
and the craggy Arrowsmiths range. From the top we get stunning 
views into the Rangitata River,  Mesopotamia station and Butler 
Downs. We return via Balmacaan Saddle to make a loop trip.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 23 Feb

Map: BX19 

Approx:
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Tuesday 28 February Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 

CTC Hill  Climb - every Tuesday:  The usual  Tuesday evening 
fitness jaunt: ~ 70 minutes of moderate paced brisk walking about 
the safer hill trails around/near Mt Vernon Park. Note that the Mt 
Vernon Park is still officially closed, so all who partake are entirely 
responsible for their own welfare. We meet at 6pm sharp at the 
corner  of  Hillsborough  Tce  &  Heybridge  Lane,  just  near  The 
Crescent, as the Mount Vernon Valley Track car park is closed. No 
trip list. No cost. Just turn up.

Grade: Moderate

Thursday 1 March Club Night

Auction of surplus tramping gear:  Do you have any surplus gear that you no longer 
use and you would like to turn into cash? If you are a newer or perspective member this 
could be the chance to buy some gear on the cheap! If you do come along be sure to 
bring  some  cash  so  transactions  can  be  finalised  on  the  night.  BRING  IN  THAT 
SURPLUS  GEAR.  Let's  stick  to  tramping  related  gear  please.  Highlight:  the  social 
convener will have a pair of pre (once) loved rugged boots suitable for crampons for sale.

Saturday 3 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 

Mt Ida:  Mt Ida (1695m) is a good moderate trip up the Harper 
Road in the lovely Lake Coleridge area. It is not too long and with 
about  1100m height  gain,  might  be  a  nice  option  for  fit  easy-
moderate trampers stepping up to moderate trips. As an added 
attraction, there's a wonderful scree-run down and an opportunity 
for a swim at the bottom if it's a hot day. In pre-Greek myth, Ida is 
associated with the Mother Goddess. In CTC myth, Ida was the 
location of the famous vacuum cleaner trip (see what is possibly 
the  shortest  and  most  cryptic  trip  report  ever,  November  24, 
1996).

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 1 Mar

Map: BW20 

Approx: $25

Weekend 3-4 March Leaving Friday 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Liz Tanner 0211400531, 
lizjtanner@yahoo.com.au 

Hokitika Base Camp:  Join Liz on a family weekend in Hokitika. 
She has booked a  house  for  two nights,  sleeping 6  people  in 
beds, 2 on couches ($25 per person per night) and plenty more in 
tents ($15 per person per night). BBQ on Saturday night. There 
are lots of easy walks in that area and more challenging options 
are available for the energetic. Liz plans to leave mid afternoon on 
Friday but there could be a later departure for those who can't 
make it. Sign up quick, this trip is limited to 12 people.

Grade: All / Family

Closed: 23 Feb

Map: BU18 BV18 
BV19

Approx: $50+Accom
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Sunday 4 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Jenny Harlow 349-2280 
pumpkinnz@gmail.com

Mt Richardson:  Mount Richardson is a lovely 12km loop in the 
Canterbury foothills.  The track starts at the Glentui  Bush picnic 
area and goes through some superb native beech forest - some 
steepish  sections,  about  700m height  gain  -  to  Mt  Richardson 
itself (1047m) and a great panorama over the Canterbury plains. 
We  will  return  via  the  Blowhard  track  which  gives  us  the 
opportunity  to  walk  along  the  undulating  open  tops  before 
descending back into the bush again - there are some stands of 
rimu in places - and back to the cars.

Grade: Easy/Mod

Closes: 1 Mar

Map: BW22 

Approx: $20

Tuesday 6 March Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 

CTC Hill Climb - every Tuesday: See Tuesday 28th February

Thursday 8 March Club Night

Tramps in Aspiring National Park:  Richard Lobb will show slides from some classic 
tramps  in  his  favourite  National  Park,  including  the  Young/Siberia/Wilkin,  The  Five 
Passes, Rabbit Pass, and Lochnagar.

Saturday 10 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 

Aicken-Blimit-Cassidy Traverse: A great Arthurs Pass climber's 
traverse,  from  Aicken  (1863m)  to  Blimit  (1921m).  The  ridge 
between  Aicken  and  Blimit  is  a  grade  2  route,  with  some 
significant gendarmes if there is still snow on the ridge (bypassed 
with care on one side or the other) and is especially gnarly close 
to Blimit (if you aren't keen on some grade 14 rock climbing, the 
guidebook advises a sidle out on the southern flank...).  A great 
day out for all the fighting-fit rock-geckos in the club.

Grade: ModHard

Closes: 8 Mar

Map: BV20 

Approx: $25

Saturday 10 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360 

Mt Alford: Mt Alford is a moderate (1171 metres) summit south of 
Mt Hutt with about 600 metres ascent. In the early 1880s, Alford 
Forest  was the  scene of  a  'diamond rush'  after  a  miner  found 
something very very glittery - people poured into the area and it 
could have been even bigger news than dairying, but in the end it 
turned out to be just small crystals of quartz . . .

Grade: Easy/Mod

Closes: 8 Mar

Map: BX20 

Approx: $25
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Weekend 10-11 March 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Max De Lacey 
weekendtrips@ctc.org.nz 03-688-8342 

Crooked Spur Hut - Mesopotamia: Meet Max at Peel Forest and 
head  up  the  Rangitata  River  to  Mesopotamia,  an  area  the 
tramping club does not visit  very often. The plan is to head up 
Bush Stream to Crooked Spur Hut. Return the same way or via 
Brabazon Saddle and Black Birch Stream.

Grade: EasyMod to 
Moderate

Closes: 1 Mar

Map: BX18 BX17 

Approx: $45

Sunday 11 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366 

Rakaia Spurs:  The Spurs is another classic Canterbury trip we 
have not done for a while, in the Lake Coleridge area - the upper 
Wilberforce valley and also overlooking the Avoca on their eastern 
side. The complete Spurs trip goes over three high points (1985m, 
1964m, 1902m), ie around 1300m height gain plus a bit of up-and-
down. Much of the ridge up is steep and there is some scrambling 
on the knobby bits, especially around the tops. Great fun for fit 
trampers with a bit of rocky-ridge experience. Who knows if there 
will still be snow by then? - check with the leader. Note early start.

Grade: ModHard

Closes: 8 Mar

Map: BW20 

Approx: $35

Tuesday 13 March Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 

CTC Hill Climb - every Tuesday: See Tuesday 28th February

Thursday 15 March Club Night

The local repair and manufacturing company TwinNeedle are presenting tonight. 
This NZ owned and operated company, with the motto Repair not Replace, is a fairly new 
company but the  people behind the business have over  30 years  experience in  the 
outdoor  industry  and  over  20  years  experience  in  the  repair,  manufacture  and 
customisation of outdoor equipment. Most repairs cost a small fraction of what a new 
piece of clothing or equipment does. Why buy new when all your trusty bit of kit needs is 
a small repair? Keeping your outdoor gear functioning even for one more trip keeps it out  
of the landfill. Or if you have your heart set on a new bit of gear, get your old kit repaired  
and rejuvenated and re-sell so someone else can get use out of it. 

They invite you to drop in, call  or e-mail  them; they love to yarn about gear and the 
outdoors. There is no surcharge for quotes, information and advice on repairs, cleaning, 
sizing, fitting and customisations is freely given.

As well as telling us what they can repair they will bring in some of the products they 
manufacture e.g. gaiters and a range of packs. 
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Saturday 17 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Lynette Hartley 338-0922 

Wilding Pines #1:  It's that time of the year again when we are 
asked to volunteer to kill wilding pine trees. ECAN organise this 
and ask the tramping clubs to send people. We get a financial 
contribution to the club for everyone who comes out for a day's 
work. There are three options this year (Saturday 17 March, 31 
March and 14 April, all at Flock Hill) . There will be trip lists and 
you can sign up for one, two or three days. ECAN organise four 
wheel drives where necessary. Each day has a range of terrain 
with some easier country and some big areas of ground to cover. 
ECAN supply appropriate hand tools but bring your own gloves, 
lunch, water etc. If you have a chainsaw and have done the safety 
course they are keen to hear from you but there is lots of work for 
people without chainsaws. Likewise anyone who wants to bring 
their  4WD  to  either  of  the  March  dates  where  they  would  be 
required  and  has  the  skills  let  the  leader  know (4WDs will  be 
reimbursed). We need to give ECAN numbers so get your names 
down soon by signing up on the list at club or phoning the leader 
directly. We usually have a good turnout of members and it's a 
rewarding day in every sense.

Grade: Work

Closes: 15 Mar

Map:  

Approx: $0

Weekend 17-18 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Pinnacle  (near  Springs  Junction):  The  Pinnacle  is  a  1500m 
bump 15km west of Lake Christabel. From the car park it is about 
800m vertical through untracked bush and another 300m to the 
summit.  There  are  a  few large tarns  just  above the  bush line, 
making  a  great  camp  spot  with  views  of  Lake  Christabel.  On 
Sunday  we'll  head  back  the  same  way  or  do  a  small  loop, 
depending on the weather and the party.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 8 Mar

Map: BT22 

Approx: $40

Sunday 18 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Thomas Matern 385-3507 

Ben  More:  The  ascent  from  Ben  More  Homestead  through 
Thirteen Mile Bush is about 1200m height gain, but there is a track 
on the ground even though it's not on the map, and you can have 
morning tea at the cute little Benmore Hut. From there, the track 
goes up onto the ridge and we come down via  farmers'  fence 
lines.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 15 Mar

Map: BW21 

Approx: $20
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Sunday 18 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Greg Hill Mob 027 275 5550 
349-9808 

Mt Herbert: Meet at Shell Papanui, and we'll head out to Lyttelton. 
The ferry leaves Lyttelton at 8.50 am and drops us off at the start  
of our track just 10 minutes later. Starting at sea level it is 919m 
total height gain and 8km distance to the top of Mt Herbert where 
we'll  have  good  views  over  Banks  Peninsula,  Lyttelton  and 
Christchurch. After having a late lunch at the top we'll  walk the 
same way  back  and  stop  for  a  decent  ice  cream in  Diamond 
Harbour before catching the ferry home. Remember to bring sun 
screen, and plenty of water (there is no drinkable water along the 
track).

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 15 Mar

Map: BX24 

Approx: $25

Tuesday 20 March Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 

CTC Hill Climb - every Tuesday: See Tuesday 28th February

Thursday 22 March Club Night

A cycle tour in Myanmar (formally Burma): Steve Brasch and Sue Wood share their 
experiences during an organised Bike tour of central Myanmar (Burma). Experience the 
temples of Bagan, the beauty of the Shan Highlands and the lively people and culture of  
this devout Buddhist country.

Saturday 24 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Jim Western 377 5431 

Mt Grey: Mt Grey is one of the most accessible of the bumps in 
the  northern  foothills  and makes a  popular  easy/moderate  trip. 
There are a variety of routes but one of the best goes from the 
Grey  River  carpark  up  the  river  and  then  up  a  spur  to  the 
northwest of the peak itself using the Red Beech track, curving 
back  southwards  on  the  ridge  to  the  summit  of  Mt  Grey  itself 
(934m). There is about 600m of height gain on this route, which is 
about 7k each way. The bush on this track is beautiful - as well as 
the eponymous red beech it includes totara, matai, rimu and some 
kahikatea.

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 22 Mar

Map: BV23 

Approx: $25

Weekend 24-25 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Thomas Matern 354-4309 
thomas_matern@yahoo.co.nz

Waimakariri  Falls  Hut:  Waimak  Falls  Hut  is  in  the  upper 
Waimakariri  River  in  a  stunning  alpine  environment.  It's  18km 
each way and 700m height gain, mostly tracked. We'll either leave 
early on Saturday (7am), or we can leave Friday evening and walk 
to Carrington Hut by torch light.

Grade: Easy/Mod

Closes: 15 Mar

Map: BV20 

Approx: $30
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Sunday 25 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366 

Mt White:  Mt White,  1741m,  is  at  the  more  strenuous  end  of 
moderate just because of  the height gain (about 1200m height 
gain from the cars) and length (15-20 k depending on our route on 
the day) but it is a lovely place with great views. We'll be able to 
make a loop with some good tops travel and a return on a 4WD 
track in the Esk Valley.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 22 Mar

Map: BV21 

Approx: $25

Tuesday 27 March Leader: Warwick Dowling 981-2045 

CTC Hill Climb - every Tuesday: See Tuesday 28th February

Thursday 29 March Club Night

Newsletter  folding  night  +  Raincoats:  After  we  have  folded  the  newsletters  let's 
discuss raincoats,  always an essential  piece of  kit  but  particularly  critical  with  winter 
coming on. Bring your own and tell us what you like and perhaps do not like about your  
coat. If you are a newer member this may assist you when you choose to buy a new one.

Saturday 31 March 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Lynette Hartley 338-0922 

Wilding Pines #2:  This  is  the  second in  the  series of  Wilding 
Pines days. See Wilding Pines #1, Saturday 17 March for details.

Grade: Work

Closes: 29 Mar 

Approx: $0

Weekend 31 March-1 April 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 

Barker Hut: Take a walk up to the head of White river and stay at 
a wonderfully part of the park. Plenty of options: climb to one of 
the  surrounding  passes  and  take  in  some  views  or  just  laze 
around  the  hut  enjoying  the  mountain  ambience.  Choice  of 
returning over Mt Harper. Ice axe and crampons may be required.

Grade: ModHard

Closes: 22 Mar

Map: BV20 

Approx: $35

Weekend 31 March-1 April 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Li Li 0212363211 or 3360739 
ahhlili01@hotmail.com

Cass-Lagoon: A popular trip to the luxurious Hamilton Hut. After 
the car shuffle we usually start at Cora Lynn, over Lagoon Saddle 
and down the Harper River to the Hamilton Hut.  Sunday starts 
with a steep climb up Cass Saddle and followed by a cruisy walk 
in/along the Cass River back to the road. Side trips up Mt Bruce 
are available for the more energetic on the trip.

Grade: EasyMod

Closes: 22 Mar

Map: BV20 BV21 
BW20

Approx: $35 + hut 
fees
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Sunday 1 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 

Mt Barron: Mt Barron is a 1730m peak above Otira, about 1500m 
of  ascent  altogether,  with  some  scrambly  rocky  (probably 
snow/rock)  sections.  We'll  do  this  as  a  round  trip  -  DOC  are 
alleged  to  have  done  some track  work  up  there  which  should 
make finding the return route a bit easier! Ice axe and crampons 
and the ability to use them essential. Early start 7 am at Church 
Corner. Note: This trip may change to Sunday if the weather is 
better then - please contact the leader to check.

Grade: ModHard

Closes: 29 Mar

Map: BV20 

Approx: $30

Thursday 5 April Club Night

No club night as it's Easter: No club tonight as all the lucky ones are on their way to far 
off exciting places!

Friday 6 April 
Departure point: Church Square, Addington, 9am

Leader: Bruce Cameron 338-4014 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Lake Hood Walkway.  Family  Friendly,  Super  Easy Tramp.  NO 
HILLS!  Suitable  for  nanas,  poppas,  moms,  dads  &  kids  with 
backpacks and large wheeled buggies. Veteran trampers: a great 
preschooler-paced tramp! If conditions are unsuitable on the day, 
this tramp will  be exchanged with Easter Monday's trip. A great 
opportunity  to  try  a  CTC  trip.  Non-members:  email  leader, 
tecbruce@gmail.com,  re  suitable  preparation.  NOTE  -  meet  at 
CHURCH SQUARE in ADDINGTON 9 AM.

Grade: All / Family

Closes: 5 Apr

Map: BY21 

Approx: $25

Multi day trip 6-7 April 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158 
janeandrichard@xtra.co.nz

Mt Adams: Mt Adams stands well west of most other 2000m high 
mountains  on the  West  Coast  and views  from the  summit  are 
meant to be spectacular -- Gardens of Eden and Allah etc. The 
route starts in low-level bush and traverses all vegetation zones 
as it  climbs to bivvy at the bush line on day one. Climb to the 
summit requires crampons and axe, then a return to the car and 
home on day two. Trip date can change according to the weather 
forecast.

Grade: ModHard

Closes: 29 Mar

Map: BW16 
BW17 

Approx: $60

Long Weekend 6-9 April Easter 
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Andrew Tromans 379-2686 

Bluff Hut: A nice walk into the west coast mountains with plenty of 
huts and nice views. Walk past Cedar Flats Hut to Top Toaroha 
Hut on the first day. Over the pass to the Mungo River and climb 
to Bluff Hut to enjoy the great views. Then over Frew Saddle then 
down and out the Hokitika River.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 29 Mar

Map: BV18 BV19 

Approx: $40
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Saturday 7 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 

Mt Norma:  A nice  1000m-odd  climb  to  Norma,  1722m,  in  the 
Opera Range (Lewis Pass), with a surprisingly good track (not on 
the map) through most of the bush, then open tussock leading to a 
rocky ridge. Be one of the relatively few people to discover what a 
lovely tramp this is. Please note that it is an early start - make sure 
your name's on the list or you have contacted the leader.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 5 Apr

Map: BT23 

Approx: $30

Saturday 14 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Lynette Hartley 338-0922 

Wilding Pines #3: This is the third in the series of Wilding Pines 
days. See Wilding Pines #1, Saturday 17 March for details.

Grade: Work

Closes: 12 Apr

Approx: $0

Weekend 14-15 April Leader: Steve Bruerton 322-6196 

Arthurs Pass Weekend: Saturday we'll go mountain biking in the 
Craigieburn area, including the new Hogs Back Track. Saturday 
night at the recently refurbished CTC Hut at Arthurs Pass probably 
with dinner down at the Wobbly. Sunday we could pretend to be 
climbers at Castle Hill,  go through Cave Stream, or do another 
day on the bike - maybe up the Poulter Valley. We could even go 
tramping. Trip saboteurs, folks with alternative plans and general 
groupies all welcome.

Grade: All

Closes: 5 Apr

Map:

Approx: $50

Sunday 15 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366 

Avalanche Peak -  Crow Hut -  Klondike Corner:  Climb up to 
Avalanche Peak before descending a long shingle scree into the 
Crow Valley, past Crow Hut and out to the Waimak. Longish day 
so could be early start - check with the Leader.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 12 Apr

Map: BV20 

Approx: $30

Sunday 15 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 338-4014 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Mt Arden:  Starting from Mount Arden Station, Hawdon area, we 
follow Tommys Stream To Matagouri Stream. Then head up onto 
the ridgeline cresting Mount Arden to take in the views over the 
Middle Waipara River. We also check out some other interesting 
tops  forfuture  conquest.(Doctors  Hills,  Double  tops,  Mount's 
Mason, Lance,Hilton, Grey and Okuku).  Following on along the 
ridgeline we then descend down to McDonald Downs and off for 
rehydration or perhaps icecreams. On/off track, 400m height gain. 
11Km.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 12 Apr

Map: BV23 

Approx: $20
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Saturday 21 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Thomas Matern 354-4309 

Stour River - early 7am start: The Stour River flows at the foot of 
Mt  Barrosa and is  easily  accessible  from the  Ashburton  Gorge 
Road. Climbing Mt Barrosa is a great moderate trip but on this trip 
we will stay next to/in the river on an easy pace. We will start our 
trip at the Stour River bridge and follow it upstream. Depending on 
the party, weather and river level we will either do a small loop via 
Woolshed Creek Hut or take the longer way past Lake Emily to 
the Lake Heron Road. The route is mostly flat but wet feet are 
guaranteed.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 19 Apr

Map: BX19 

Approx: $25

Weekend 21-22 April early start 7am 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 981-4931 
bernhard.parawa@cdhb.govt.nz

Mt Sebastopol: Mount Sebastopol is in the Crimea Range about 
30km north of Hanmer Springs and 10km east of Lake Tennyson. 
It's easily accessible from the Tophouse Road. The plan is to find 
a nice, not too high camp site and climb Sebastopol without the 
packs  either  on  Saturday  afternoon  or  Sunday  morning  before 
heading home.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 12 Apr

Map: BT24 BT25 

Approx: $40

Sunday 22 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Richard Lobb 351-2344 

Mt Sinclair: Mt Sinclair (2065m) is on Mesopotamia Station, way 
up the Rangitata. From the top you are looking back right into the 
Two Thumb range, or out of the river toward Mt Harper. Sinclair 
goes one up on Harper though - it sports a beautiful lake in a little 
basin at about 1600m, which we'll visit on our way up or down. It's 
named after Dr Sinclair, a past Colonial Secretary, who gained a 
reputation as a naturalist after his retirement. In February 1861 he 
joined von Haast (who was surveying the Rangitata River system) 
at Mesopotamia Station. On 25 March 1861 Sinclair was drowned 
in the river while trying to get to the homestead of Samuel Butler. 
His grave is marked on the map, about a quarter of a mile from 
the river and in front of the Mesopotamia homestead.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 19 Apr

Map: BX19 

Approx: $35

Saturday 28 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bruce James 332-3473 

Mt Horrible:  Did you know that there are six Mt Horribles in the 
South Island? Doesn't say a lot for the earlier settler experiences 
does it? This one is of course our very own Horrible, right next to 
Mt Misery. Don't be put off -  with this leader it's bound to be a 
good day. This is a great trip to test out your winter snow skills 
(assuming there's snow of course), and although it's not that high 
(1254m) it's a good tramp with good views from the top over the 
Waimak  towards  the  Hawdon,  Sudden  Valley  and  the  Polar 
Range.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 26 Apr

Map: BV21 

Approx: $20
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Sunday 29 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Bruce Cameron 338-4014 
Tecbruce@gmail.com

Monserat  (458m):  Another  locally  named  high  point  on  the 
seaward end of the Cass Ridge system. We start from Cass Road 
following a farm track then head West  up onto the Cass ridge 
(pt496). Down the ridge to Monserat then back by a more direct 
farm  track.  Great  views  of  Glenafric,  Mount  Vulcan,  Motanau 
Island and the coast. On/off track. 420m height gain. 13Km.

Grade: Easy

Closes: 26 Apr

Map: BV25 

Approx: $15

Sunday 29 April 
Departure point: Shell Papanui

Leader: Richard Kimberley 326 6158 

The Dome: The Dome (1945m) is a distinctive bump between the 
Edwards  and  the  Waimakariri.  It's  a  moderate  trip,  but  at  the 
longer/more strenuous end of the moderate range. We'll probably 
go in via the long western spur, climbing steadily to the bush line 
(about  700m up)  and  then  up  another  500m+ along  the  open 
undulating ridge to the summit of  the Dome itself.  There are a 
number of descent options, including dropping down into the the 
beautiful Edwards valley to the track that goes up to the Edwards 
Hut. It will be a long day so we may well make an early start -  
make sure you check in with the leader in advance.

Grade: Moderate

Closes: 26 Apr

Map: BV20 

Approx: $25

Trip Reports
21 January 2012

Mt Somers Challenge

The fourth  Mt Somers Challenge went  ahead 
this year, albeit in a slightly different format to 
previous years.  The official  start  time of  9am 
saw 10 starters, 1 mid-point marshal (Richard 
Lobb)  and  1  cheerleader  assemble  at  the 
Sharplin Falls car park. By the time the alleged 
organiser has sorted out the four teams, strung 
up the mountain radio and dealt  the direction 
determining  dice,  9:30  had  arrived  and  he 
abruptly sent everyone off on a  clockwise run 
around the mountain (previous years had been 
anti-clockwise).

At around noon, team 2 had arrived at the mid-
point of Woolshed Creek Hut, followed shortly 
after  by  team  1  in  hot  pursuit.  By  2:30  the 
remaining teams had arrived, although team 4, 
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let discretion be the better part of valour and returned with Richard.

At about that point in time, the first team arrived back and hurriedly made the one-and-only 
call on the radio, to find out that everyone was accounted for and would be returning in 
due  course.  Over  the  next  2  hours  or  so,  swims were  had,  food  eaten,  stories  told,  
sandflies fed, wounds attended to, T-shirts awarded, and finally just before 5 the last team 
and Richard (with entourage) both arrived within a minute of each other. 

Thanks to everyone for showing up, and special thanks to Richard for looking after us all at 
Woolshed Creek. 

Results:
 Team Members Time Place 

 1 Todd, Kelly, William 5h 37m 2nd

 2 Steve, Anthony, Alastair 4h 59m 1st 

 3 Gareth, Clive 7h 26m 3rd 

 4 Paul, Gonzales   DNF

29 January 2012

Mount Oakden

Crossing scree Scrog stop on the main ridge

A party of 11 keen trampers headed off from the Algidus road around 9:30am on a warm 
but slightly overcast day, with a mild Nor'west wind to keep us company. We headed up  
the ridge between the two fords on the South-West corner of the mountain, through light  
scrub, encountering a sustained and quite steep climb of about 900m to point 1431. From 
here we travelled in a northerly direction along a bare ridge of shattered rock and several  
challenging rock outcrops that needed traversing before we reached the summit at point 
1633. By this time the sun was more visible and the wind stayed low enough for a pleasant 
relaxed lunch while enjoying the views of lake Coleridge, up the Wilberforce and Rakia 
Rivers and surrounding mountains and imagining what it must have been like here during 
the last ice age when Oakden was surrounded by glaciers. 

The trip back to the cars involved back tracking to near point 1460 before a bit of scree 
bashing down to the ridge just north of the one we came up earlier in the day. The cars 
were attained around 3:30pm.

Trampers: Anthony White, Tony Clark, Andrew Tromans, Lovisa Erikson, Rodney Erickson, 
Ruth Barratt, John Cridlin, Stewart Smith, Tim Low, Matt Gunn, Bryce Williamson (leader)
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4-6 February 2012

The Three Passes West to East.

Grassy Flats Hut Camp Ariels

This report is for the West to East Party for the Three Passes Trip. The trampers in this 
party were: Bernhard Parawa, Max De Lacey, Lovisa Eriksson, Joanne Parker, Stephen 
and Loretta Maddox and Rodney Erickson (scribe) 

After picking up Max and Uncle Roddus from Springfield about 7pm on Friday night, the 
group of 13 enthusiastic trampers reassembled at the Bealey hotel car park to organise 
car shuffles and tents etc... before heading off to Klondyke Corner, from where the East to 
West group were departing, lead by Jonathan. This scribe was in the West to East group 
of 7, lead by Uncle Bernhard, who was also Overlord of the whole expedition. Travelling in  
two cars belonging to two members of the East to West group, the West to East group, 
after taking the wrong road to where Overlord had intended to camp, arrived at the start of 
the track up the Styx river around 11pm. It was thought we might as well camp right here 
at  the track but  the  grassy area that  was originally  the  parking  area was now a  well  
shingled car park and Overlord decided to continue on around Lake Kaniere to where we 
were originally going to camp. We finally found the lovely grassy area on the edge of the 
lake, only to be greeted with a large 'No Camping' sign. Uncle Bernhard had turned his car  
around to head back to another spot we had passed earlier, just as Uncle Roddus noticed 
another sign indicating a camping area slightly up the bank, whereabouts he blasted the 
horn of the car he was driving to get Uncle Bernhard's attention before he drove off again.  
We then drove into a quite full and very dark and quiet camping area some where in the 
vicinity of 11:30PM. After pitching tents as quietly as possible(although no doubt already 
haven woken the entire camp) we snuggled down to sleep when this scribe thought he 
heard the sound of a baby cough, very nearby. A minute or so later another cough and a  
short cry was heard, in response to which this scribe was head to mutter 'I don't remember 
bringing one of them with us!' before the peace was blasted by a long and sustained bout  
of crying. Revenge.

Day One: Approx. 19 Km and 760m height gain.

Arising around half an hour after sparrows fart, we were heading up the Styx river just after 
8am on a slightly overcast and misty but warm and very humid morning. The track starts 
off as a four wheel drive farm track before merging into a well maintained and wide walking 
track in the wonderful West Coast Native forest.

The  Travel  up  the  Styx  involves bush track,  several  river  crossings and  some bolder 
hopping with a gradual gain in height as we progressed towards Grassy Flats hut, with 
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several small waterfalls to keep the photographers happy and a picturesque river to follow. 
We  made  Grassy  flats  hut  in  just  over  four  hours  with  a  couple  of  short  stops  and 
proceeded to have lunch while Joanne decided to have a 'roll in the hay' which was laying  
around the hut from a recent cut. The Hut book informed us that The Peninsular Club was 
also doing this trip this weekend and had a party of 5 a half day ahead of us.

Continuing up the Styx River in an almost directly east direction, we traversed the Styx 
Saddle before another short breather at the junction of the track leading off to Mudflats hut,  
after which we rounded a spur off Mt Browning and sidled along a benched track through  
scrub and flax and twisted trees in a southerly direction heading towards the headwaters 
of the Arahura River and Harmans Hut. Unfortunately, While Stephen was taking a drink 
from a fast flowing stream, his glasses slipped off and were carried by the rapid water into 
a deep and churning pond from which we were unable to rescue them. So it became a 
rather expensive weekend for him. The hut was gained around 4pm, much to the relief of  
this scribe, after sweating profusely on the way up due to the high humidity. We had the 
hut to our selves, until a lone tramper arrived about an hour later, having come all the way 
from Carrington hut in one day. He shared the floor with Max.

Day Two: Approx. 16 Km and 1300m height gain.

An even earlier start on this second day as we had a fair way to go and two passes to  
traverse. We were away well before 8am on another warmish, but less humid day and the 
low clouds had departed Browning pass, that were hanging about the evening before, 
although it wasn't quite the stunning clear day we had ordered. We soon walked off the 
stiffness from the previous days exertions and started to get the stunning views back down 
the the valley with Mt Browning majestically shimmering in the background.  We made 
Browning Lake around mid morning, where we encountered another party of three blokes 
resting, who had just come from Park Morph hut, where they informed us that the two PTC 
groups  had  also  stayed  as  well  as  our  own  group  who  hadn't  turned  up  till  around 
10:30pm, and had camped nearby. Another party of two passed us as we approached the 
lake, this was a busy place. We wandered along the tops away from the lake to enjoy the 
views of Hall Cole, Hamer Falls and the fantastic vista down the Wilberforce river. 

It was now time to tackle the infamous Browning Pass. The Three Amigos we met resting 
by the lake headed off  the way we had just been and we headed off  in the opposite 
direction, running into the PTC crossover party hunkered down in a small depression just  
over the top of Browning pass. The pass itself, although steep, wasn't too bad and the  
views were stunning. We met our own crossover group near the bottom of the pass. They  
were pretty spred out so didn't stop and reconnect as a whole group, just swapped keys 
with those we needed to and let them get on with the slog up the pass. We lunched with 
the sandflys at Park Morph hut before heading off on the next leg of our journey to climb to  
Whitehorn pass. The travel up Cronin Stream is pretty much one long rock hop, criss 
crossing the stream where needed and slogging up to the quite steep and loose shingley 
climb to the pass. Uncle Roddus loves this kind of travelling and soon found himself well 
ahead of the rest of the group(mainly because Max chose to stay with the others instead of 
leaving us all in his dust). But by the time he got within a hundred or so meters of the pass 
where it gets pretty steep and the rocks aren't so nice to travel on, he was getting pretty 
stuffed and decide to rest while the rest of the party caught up. Max duly flew past while 
the rest of us mortals slowly slogged it to the summit. Here we rested and recovered and 
enjoyed the views quickly before the mist blew in. The final part of the days journey was to  
negotiate the permanent snow below Whitehorn Pass before reaching our destination of 
the Ariels tarns , where we were going to camp.

The top of the snow was quite steep and although we had our ice axes, we didn't need 
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crampons, as the top was quite soft, bur still hard enough that it was difficult to dig your 
feet in to get good footing.  Uncle Roddus was the first  on the snow but  after  several  
meters, lost his footing and ended up doing an unintentional bum slide down the slope.  
Nearly every one else thought this looked fun, and so all did like wise, except Lovisa, who 
wisely decided she didn't want to get a cold wet bottom. After around 11 hours of tramping  
we finally reached the Tarns and found it was a really excellent place to camp. Camp was 
setup, meals cooked in warm but misty conditions and a later evening was had as we were 
allowed the luxury of a bit of a sleep-in in the morning.

Day Three: Approx 18 Km.

With the weather still good, it was time to complete the last stage of the journey. With two 
of the three passes already bagged, the last one, Harmans Pass, was only a couple of 
hundred meters from our camp site and even better was the fact that we didn't actually 
have to climb very far to get to it, so in the blink of an eye were were on the pass and 
ready to drop down the wonderfully gorgey, but easily negotiable Taipoiti River, or waterfall 
alley as this scribe noted. Another bolder hop found Uncle Roddus hot on Max's tail, some 
of the time, before a scrog stop near the White river. The rest of the trip involves the long  
hike down the Waimack, where we stuck to the true Right, visiting both Carrington and 
Anit-Crow Huts before arriving at the cars around 4PM after another 7 hour or so day. A 
fantastic trip and compulsory for all keen trampers, thanks Uncle Bernhard.

For More pictures from this part of this trip see Rodneys blog

http://roddus.blogspot.co.nz/2012/02/three-passes-4-6th-february-2012.html

21 January-8 February

Recent work parties hut AP

The kitchen with the new window John painting the long drop

The past weeks a lot of the building crew did a great job of putting a window in the kitchen  
of the club hut. A wood shed was build and the place had a coat of paint. The place looks a 
picture. Go and check it out.

Rex Vink 
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11-12 February 2012

Waimakariri Fall Hut and Waimakariri Col

Waimakariri Col Heading down into the Rolleston

After the first day travelling up to the Waimak Falls hut, the Club newsletter mentioned the 
possibilities of either heading over the Waimak Col and down into the Rolleston River and 
back out to the road or the other option of out over Mt Philistine. The trip leader had read a  
description of the Philistine traverse on Tramper.co.nz and said that this was the route we 
would attempt on Sunday. 

Five hardy trampers assembled at Klondyke Corner for a weekend of all  Male bonding 
after negotiating our way through the hoards of tents and vehicles there for the annual  
Coast To Coast race. After doing the car shuffle, leaving one car at the Otira river car park, 
the group set off for the long slog up the Waimak River just on 10am on a warm and partly 
cloudy morning. Apart from meandering off track while travelling up river to the Carrington 
hut, we arrived safely at the Carrington Hotel in the 4 hours usually expected. 

From Carrington  we  crossed  the  very  low White  River  and  followed  a  pleasant  track 
heading up the true right of the upper Waimak River, leaving the bush after about an hour  
to be confronted with the magnificent sight of the beautiful Waimak valley and Carrington 
Peak.  Second  lunch  was  consumed  just  past  Campbell  Creek  in  warm,  pleasant 
conditions before a bolder hop along the last stretch before the climb above Waimak Falls 
itself.

The track climbing above the falls is through thick low scrub, which had been well cut back  
since this scribe's last visit. The views just kept getting better and better as we ascended 
the last part up to the Waimak Fall Hut, with Clive spotting a Rock Wren just below the hut 
and Uncle Roddus managing to get a photo of it. 

The Waimakariri Falls hut is a wonderful little six bunk hut perched on the top of another 
waterfall,  with magnificent views of the Col itself,  Mt Murchison to the South East and 
surrounded by Carrington Peak 2010m, Mt Rolleston 2275m, Mt Lancelot 2112m, and Mt 
Armstrong 2110m.The hut is owned by the Canterbury Mountaineering Club, was put there 
in 1963 and contrary to DOC fears still  hasn't  succumbed to an avalanche.  When we 
arrived, after an 8 hour hour day, we found a crew of three building a new toilet near the 
hut, after the old one was apparently blown away some years back. The hut also has had 
a new double glazed window installed and solar lighting since this scribe's last visit. 

After setting up tents and donning warm cloths, as the light wind had a bit of a bite to it, 
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and while we were making dinner, the familiar sound of squawking keas reached our ears  
and as we searched the sky in the direction of the sound, a gang of nine feathery bundles  
of trouble landed on the large rock near where the new dunny was being erected. Some 
evening entertainment was had watching the this  gang attempting to  carry off  several 
pieces of building supplies and hoping they would leave our tents and packs alone while 
we slept. We suggested to the builders that the toilet would be deconstructed overnight 
and re-erected on the rocks above the hut by the morning if they weren't lucky. 

Sunday dawned warm but overcast and without any trouble from the Gang. The leader 
suggested a 7:30am start, but was still asleep at 7:15am when this scribe woke him and 
his tent partner up. We left camp at about 8:15 and headed for the Waimak Col, rock 
hopping up to where the river flows through the ravine before we climbed up the bluff on  
the true right of the river to take us just above the bowl below the Col. After arriving at the 
Col, we checked the route down and found that it was a bit too difficult to drop straight 
down to the Rolleston River as it was quite bluffy and not at all possible to sidle round to  
the  Philistine  ridge.  The  only  way  up  to  the  Philistine  ridge  that  we  could  see  (and 
matching the description in my route guide) was up a long and steep shingle slide which 
would take us up to point 1860. But the shingle looked pretty loose and climbing up that  
didn't appeal. After much discussion as to alternatives, we decided to go the usual route 
down the Rolleston River back to Oratia, unfortunately bringing us out quite some way 
from the car. 

From the Col, we traversed northwest just below point 1845 before dropping down to the 
gully below the Armstrong Glacier. This gully easily took us down to the Rolleston River.  
There is no track, poles and very few cairns on this route but we did have a copy of the  
DOC route guide which said to keep high above the true left of the Rolleston and sidle  
along across the tussock and steep screes. Not the easiest of travels, but it kept us out of  
trouble. Uncle Roddus had got a wee way ahead of the group about half way down this 
section and had stopped to see if he could spy any signs if a track or makers to indicate 
how high to stay along this slope, when he saw a couple of trampers approaching lower 
down. When they saw him, they stopped and Uncle Roddus assumed that they must be 
following a route he couldn't see and so made his way down to intersect them. After a 
short scramble he reached them, where upon one of the trampers said, 'I hope you didn't  
think we knew where we were going'. It transpired that they were heading up-stream to 
see if they could find an easier way down into the river bed before travelling back down 
stream, after giving up going to their destination of Lake Florence. Uncle Roddus informed 
them that according to information in our possession it was advised not to drop down into  
the river around this area. The three then spotted a cairn above them and climbed up to 
wait for the others to catch up. When the rest of our group arrived and after consulting our 
information the two trampers headed off back the way they came after offering a lift back to 
our car at the Otria car park. 

Afternoon tea was consumed before heading off again, with Uncle Roddus again leaving 
the  others  behind (a most  unusual  situation),  for  more sidling along this  slope before 
dropping down a scree just before the bush covered bluffs and climbing down a scrub 
covered knob just before a gut into the Rolleston river. Here Uncle Roddus caught up with 
the other two trampers who were directing him where to climb down and they waited for  
the rest of the group to descend. When the others arrived, the two trampers with the car at 
the end of our route again offered a lift back to our car and so Uncle Roddus(for it was his 
car at Otira) left with them while the others rested amongst the rocks. 

From this point it was a short rock hop down stream to the track marker on the true right of 
the river. The track winds through some lovely forest with some great examples of Rata 
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and doesn't climb too much. The track ends at a stream bed with a bolder hop back down 
to the Rolleston before the final couple of kms rock hopping down stream to the rail bridge. 
These two guys were moving pretty fast and poor Uncle Roddus was pushed top keep up 
with his weekend pack, but stick with them he did and actually made it out nearly an hour 
before the rest of the party and so had plenty of time to get the car, eat, change and rest  
before they arrived. A challenging route but most enjoyable and a good bit of luck meeting 
the other two and avoiding having to hitch hike back to the car. 

Trampers:  Antony White  (leader),  Clive Marsh,  Davd Sutton,  Sam Newhouse,  Rodney 
Erickson (scribe) 

For more photos of this trip, check out Rodneys Blog: 

http://roddus.blogspot.co.nz/2012/02/waimakariri-fall-hut-and-waimakriri-col.html

Sunday 5 Feb 2012

Rome Ridge

Lunch, looking into the Crow
Skirting the ridge to the North

Seven of us started at Arthurs Pass village and ascended Rome Ridge via the Coral Track. 
Height gain ~ 1000m to the ridge line intersection with the east ridge of the Crow Valley, 
then ~ another 200m of cumulative height gain along the ups and downs of the ridge as 
we travelled south along the east ridge to Avalanche Peak. Descended via Scotts Track 
and Avalanche Creek track. Time 7 hours to return to the cars.

Well, that sounds all very dry. But in fact, we had a very enjoyable day. Sweat was running 
off  us though the the forested section,  as the day was mild.  I  was challenged by the 
exposure on the upper part of Rome Ridge, and the next part of the intersecting ridge 
heading  south,  as  it  was  out  of  my  comfort  zone.  Richard  L and  Dave  boosted  my 
confidence by showing me the way on those tricky parts and stuck with me when I faltered 
- what gentlemen.

I thoroughly enjoyed staying alive, and took time now and again to lift my eyes above my 
feet and enjoy the magnificent view. As Richard said, taking those little risks enhanced my 
enjoyment of the trip, gave me a sense of achievement (we walked the ridge top as much 
as possible), and gave me better views too. We enjoyed glimpses of the Mt Rolleston low 
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& high peaks, as they peered from behind swirling mist. The Crow glacier (spectacular) 
came increasingly in to view, as we headed south along the Crow valley's east ridge. 

Avalanche Peak looked like something out of Mordor - black, forboding, and shear. We 
arrived there at the same time as another group from the east - the peak was suddenly  
crowded,  and we skirted  each other  carefully  while  exchanging pleasantries.  To avoid 
congestion on the way down, we shot off smartly and split up at the confluence of the two  
downhill options.

Dave and I took the easier-on-the-knees route - Scotts Track - and arrived at almost the 
same time as  the  others  in  the  more  direct  group.  Clive  (with  Richard  L again  riding 
shotgun) arrived about 20 minutes later, taking it easy on his knee that has had key-hole 
surgery just recently.

At the Wobbly Kea, we took an outside oval table at the rear and enjoyed the ambience,  
good company, favourite beverages, and Keas. Thank you Richard for another great trip.

Richard  Lobb  (leader),  Richard  Kimberley,  Clive  Marsh,  David  Sutton,  Gareth  Caves, 
Jakob Grahn, Warwick Dowling (scribler).

18-19 February 2012

Turtons Saddle - Comyns Hut - Clent Hills Saddle - Lake Heron

Lunch at Turtons Saddle Comyns Hut

First a little history. According to Mark Pickering's book, 'Huts: Untold Stories from Back 
Country New Zealand', Alfred Comyns Jnr. arrived in New Zealand from Hertfordshire, on 
the Lancashire Witch, after a three month journey, during which he lost his younger brother 
and mother to scarlet fever, arriving in Lyttelton in October 1863. During the early 1880's 
Comyns was possibly the first European to travel over Mathias Pass. In 1897 Comyns 
apparently managed the impressive feat of herding 2000 sheep over Mathais Pass into the 
head of the Hokitika River only to have all die by freezing and starvation. The original hut  
that bears Comyns Name was constructed as a Musterers hut some time between 1895 
and 1899, while Comyns was Manager of Double Hill Station. The Hut is now situated on  
DOC Conservation Estate.

On a spectacular summers day, our group of 4 trampers left the car at Double Hill Run 
road and proceeded to wander up Glenrock Stream on an easy vehicle track, cooking in 
the heat and enjoying the views of the Rakia and Wilberforce rivers and Mt Oakden as we 
climbed Turtons Saddle. The cool breeze helped cool us down as we had a bite to eat on 
the saddle before heading down to A Frame hut further down Turtons Stream. The heat of 
the day put pay to any over enthusiasm of serious notions of climbing any serious peaks 
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on this seriously warm day, but our leader suggested we trundle on up to point 1305, just  
above Comyns Hut to take in the great views of this barren and mountainous landscape. 
From point 1305 we got great views of our route the next day over Clent Hills Saddle and 
even managed to spot the crossover party coming down the river some 400m below us, 
which spurred a race for the hut before they got there and scored all  the best bunks. 
Arriving at the huts first we had to wait another 30 odd minutes for the other party to arrive.  
The actual hut we stayed in was built next to the original in 1957 by the owner of Double  
Hill  Station and is  a  really  cool  hut  indeed,  although its  outward appearance wouldn't 
suggest as much. 

On Sunday Morning, after our leader grilled the leader of the crossover party as to the  
exact location of our car at Lake Heron, we managed to get away at the reasonably early  
time of 8am in anticipation of a longish day, with 21km to travel and a saddle at 1480m to  
cross.  The  day  was  much  cooler  with  low  cloud  perched  snugly  on  the  tops  of  the 
mountains obscuring much of the views. We headed up Round Hill  creek crossing the 
stream over 50 times, following the marker poles, as this whole trip is part of the new Te 
Araroa trail. We made Clent Hills Saddle in the surprising time of 3 hours, it being easier 
than it looked from our viewpoint the day before. We didn't stay long as the visibility was 
pretty low and it was also quite cold. Travel slowed down slightly as we sidled around long 
stretches of scree and tussok and with the long spacing of the route markers, had some 
difficulty spotting them in the fog. Still we made good time and neared the bottom in about 
6 hours before running into a maze of Spaniards that the other party warned us about, but 
we still had difficulty getting through them. Once down on the barren flats of Lake Heron it 
was a 6KM slog back to the car, which we attained in the surprising time of 7.75 hours.

Trampers:  Richard  Lobb  (leader),  Lovisa  Ericsson,  Murray  Gifford,  Rodney  Erickson 
(scribe)

For more photos see Rodney's Blog 

http://roddus.blogspot.co.nz/2012/02/turtons-saddle-comyns-hut-clent-hills.html 

More about the CTC
Club Officers

President: Warwick Dowling 981-2045

Senior Vice 
President:

David Watson 981-7929

Junior Vice 
President:

Antony White 381-5993

Secretary: Jenny Harlow 349 2280

Treasurer: Andrea Zahn 382 1044

Club Captain: Adrian Busby 325-5001

New Members 
Rep:

Janet Spittlehouse 981-1944

Day Trip 
Organiser:

Antony White 381-5993

Weekend Trip 
Organiser:

Thomas Matern 354-4309

Social  
Convenor:

Alan Ross 384-6425

Gear Custodian: Thomas Matern 354-4309

Editor: Richard Lobb 351-2344

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton 322-6196

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real 
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back 
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door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please  
book before leaving town to ensure there is a bunk available. For keys and bookings, 
phone Dave Watson 981-7929; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 352-5329; or if they’re both away, 
Andrew Wrapson 980-6006. Hut fees are $10 member, $10 member's partner, $20 non-
member, $5 kids under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please tell  
Dave. 

Equipment Hire:  The Club has a range of 
equipment  for  hire.  The  Gear  Custodian  is 
Thomas  Matern,  ph.  354-4309.  Note:  club 
gear  assigned to  you is  your  responsibility; 
please take care of it. Please make sure you 
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to 
the  outside  of  your  pack  can  be  easily 
punctured when bush bashing or even lost. 
This  may result  in  serious  damage to  your 
bank account! Please air and dry tents after 
taking  them on  a  trip  even  if  they  are  not 
used,  and  report  any  damage  to  the  gear 
custodian. 

Rates for Gear Hire:

Tent $3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons $4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel $4 per weekend

Large/small weekend 
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets $2 per day

Personal locator beacons Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor 
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 25 March 2012 – Thanks.
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Christchurch Tramping Club (INCORPORATED)
80th Annual General Meeting

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE 80TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING 
CLUB (Incorporated) WILL BE HELD AT THE CANTERBURY HORTICULTURAL CENTRE, SOUTH HAGLEY 

PARK, 57 RICCARTON AVENUE (ENTRANCE OPPOSITE THE HOSPITAL) ON:

THURSDAY 19 APRIL 2012 AT 7.30PM

(DOORS OPEN FROM 7PM)

AGENDA

1. Confirmation of the minutes from the 79th Annual General Meeting.

2. Matters arising from the minutes.

3. Presentation of  the Annual  Report  and Statement of  Accounts for  the year  ended  
31 January 2012.

4. Election of Committee for the ensuing year.
Committee

President

Senior Vice-President

Junior Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

Editor

Club Captain

Weekend Trip Organiser

Day Trip Organiser

Hut Convenor

Gear Custodian

Social Convenor

Club Patron

And a maximum of 6 other members

5. Election of Honorary Auditor.

6. Notified motions

7. General business
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